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WHY YOU DON'T NEED A BY-PASS--EVER! *How to permanently lower your blood pressure,

*Completely reverse (or never get) hardening of the arteries, *Bring back aging, loved ones from

senility (yes, even Alzheimer's), *Restore impaired vision and fading memory skills.. *And more in

The Chelation Answer! "The Chelation Answer" tells the whole story about this remarkable therapy.

Dr. Walker has given us not only the facts about a treatment that truly works, plenty of case histories

to document its success, and a complete understanding of how it works...he's also given us a smart

program to keep those horrible conditions from ever happening. That's why you should get "The

Chelation Answer", read it, and put it's principles in action. Keep it there on the shelf where anyone

else you know and love can read it, too.
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About 7 months after quad by pass surgery I was having a problem with shortness of breath when I

just walked. Answer was possible stints or more surgery. Heard about chelation and investigated it

through the American College for the Advancement in Medicine. Web site ACAM.com. They are the

only organization in the US that train and certify doctors to do chelation therapy. I have completed

the 30 week program and am very happy to say I can do everything I was doing before the onset of

the initial problem. If you have been told you must have by-pass surgery, explore the ACAM web

site to locate a certified doctor in your area and set an appointment and interview the doctor so you

at least understand that you have a choice besides just letting them cut you open.

I think it's good but probably outdated--great for someone who wants to read this in addition to more

recent material.

Very informing on how chelation was made and helps.

Great book, good condition and great price!

I bought the book only for the chapter on chelation at home. It gives a lot of practical information

about foods and supplements.
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